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Enabling smart shipping
E-NAVIGATION | As the industry
eyes ways to enable smart shipping and accelerate the transition to increased automation
and eventual autonomy, Børge
Hetland, CCO of e-navigation
specialist Navtor, argues that
the foundation for the future is
firmly in place. It is time, he said,
to start building on potential.

“Smart shipping is digital”
e-navigation relies on sharing
data between sea and land –
pushing the very latest digital
charts and publications from
locations on shore to those on
the bridge, ensuring safe, compliant and predictable vessel
operations. But to do that it
needs a pathway, and a gateway,
creating a seamless and secure
method of transferal. So does
‘smart shipping’.
“Smart shipping, and by that
I mean shipping with reduced
costs, increased efficiency and
more sustainable operations, is
digital,” Børge Hetland, CCO
of Norway-headquartered enavigation specialist Navtor
said. “To meet those objectives we need data, and from
that data we can empower better decision making, improved
processes and, in short, greater
control. But to achieve this we
have to share the data seamlessly from ship to shore and back
again, creating one joined up
operational entity where every
one has the information and
oversight required for optimal
performance.
“So you need the right infrastructure in place,” he said, adding, “and e-navigation has it.”
Secure gateway is needed
The company has created the
infrastructure with a device
called NavBox, a DNV GL
certified cyber-secure gateway
feeding encrypted information
to and from vessels via satellite. Such a gateway enables the
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automated distribution and
update of digital charts, publications and other navigational
data for its customers. But this,
according to Hetland, is just the
tip of the iceberg.
“A secure e-navigation gateway
allows all sorts of operationally
relevant data to be shared with
shore, while those on the bridge
can use a digital chart table, or
other compatible software, to
access all the very latest information they need to plan and
execute optimal, compliant and
safe voyages.”

time overview of vessel movement, performance and compliance – before comparing ships
to analyse, learn and introduce
fleet-wide improvements.
In addition, increased auto
mation reduces human error
and enhances safety, while digitally optimised routes – taking
into account factors such as
real-time weather conditions
and tidal patterns – can deliver
significant fuel savings.
“This is good for the environment and, when you consider
that fuel accounts for a huge

e-navigation enables safe, secure and efficient operation

This, he says, ranges from
real-time weather information,
to security alerts, regulatory
information
(encompassing
everything from international
rules to individual port requirements) and vessel traffic, all
accessed as ‘layers’ over digital
charts so bridge officers have a
complete navigational tool at
their fingertips. Processes can
be automated and administration burdens slashed (for example, passage planning modules
can cut admin time from an
average of over three hours to
under 30 minutes per vessel, per
voyage), translating to a huge
economy across fleets.
In terms of those on the shore,
this data flow becomes an invaluable fleet management tool,
allowing teams to obtain a real-
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slice of vessel opex, very good
for business, too,” Hetland noted. “And that’s the essence of
smart shipping – using technology to deliver tangible benefits
for business and for society,
with greater efficiency, reduced
costs and smaller eco footprints.
Those things really do go hand
in hand.”
Navtor sees e-navigation as the
‘great enabler’ for reduced vessel
crews and the eventual move towards autonomy, with the firm
having played a key role in the
EU’s ENABLE project, where
its contribution involved testing
a shore-based bridge concept.
“Access to data allows those on
shore to have eyes on the ship,
controlling operations and optimising performance,” Hetland
said. “When you combine in-

dividual vessel data with wider
data – from ports, relevant authorities and other vessels – you
can ‘join the dots’ to give a full
overview of ship movements,
allowing for safe traffic, predictable operations and optimal efficiency with, for example, ‘just
in time’ port arrivals. This may
sound like science fiction, but
it’s possible now.”

Working in partnership
To realise the full potential of
the e-navigation platform, Hetland said companies need to
work in partnership with other
specialists to add value. For
example, Navtor has recently
signed agreements with Japan’s
Weathernews Inc (WNI),
which, amongst other things,
sees them working together on
AI vessel routing solutions, and
Total Marine Solutions of the
US, to provide a service delivering a comprehensive overview
of geo-referenced environmental rules and regulations.
Its latest partnership, with fellow Norwegian firm ScanReach, marks a potentially huge
step forward on the smart shipping pathway.
“We have developed the infrastructure connecting ship and
shore, whereas they have developed an onboard infrastructure, connecting virtually any
piece of equipment, system, or
individual via sensor technology,” Hetland said, describing
ScanReach’s low cost ‘plug and
play’ wireless IoT platform that
can be installed on any ship,
without the need for cabling,
and communicate through the
most complex steel environments.
“What we now intend to do is to
join those two infrastructures,
creating a seamless information
channel running from onboard
sensors to land-based facilities,
and back, enabling optimal decision-making, 24/7.”
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